The Adap)ve Nature of Memory

By Qiong Zhang for Class 85-426, CMU Spring 2018

What are the problems we face in memory
and their probabilis)c nature
• [Last class] Given blurred memory trace, how
to reconstruct original memory as accurately
as possible? e.g. Can you draw the apple logo?
We can infer about it based on some of our experiences.

• [This class] How does our brain decide
whether to retain or forget a piece of
memory? e.g. Why you remember beSer what
happened yesterday than a day last week?
It depends on the probability that we’ll need it again.

Human Memory is similar to library collec)ons
• How to store informa)on/books
• When to discard informa)on/books when it is no
longer needed
• How to eﬀec)vely retrieve informa)on/books when
there is demand
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Informa)on retrieval algorithm can be applied to
model
human memory
GOOGLE AND THE MIND: PREDICTING FLUENCY WITH PAGERANK
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Fig. 15.1. (a) A set of webpages form a directed graph, where the nodes are pages and
Task:
a page
given
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are links.
(b) Words
in a word
semantic network
also form
a directed
whereleSer
the edges represent associative connections between words.

- PageRank is developed by Google research to eﬃciently do this task
indicates that a link exists from webpage j to webpage i (the adjacency matrix of the
- We are more
likely to need memories that are more central in such networks.
underlying graph). This matrix provides a way to define the importance of a webpage.
(Griffiths,pages
Steyvers,
& Firl, 2007)
If we assume that links are chosen in such a way that higher importance
receive

began with that letter, and then ordered the words by each of the three predictors,
assigning a rank of 1 to the highest-scoring word and increasing rank as the predictor
decreased. A sample of the rankings for the letter ‘d’ produced by PageRank, KF frequency and in-degree is shown in Table 15.1. To compare performance of these three

PageRank models human responses beSer than
conven)onal predictors
Table 15.1. Most frequent responses in the fluency task for the letter ‘d’ and the rankings given by PageRank, In-degree and KF frequency.
Human responses

PageRank

In-degree

KF Frequency

DOG

(19)

DOG

(19)

DOG

(19)

DO

(2)

DAD

(16)

DARK

(3)

DEATH

(1)

DOWN

(4)

DOOR

(5)

DRINK

(1)

DRINK

(1)

DAY

(2)

DOWN

(4)

DOWN

(4)

DIRTY

(0)

DEVELOPMENT

(0)

DARK

(3)

DEATH

(1)

DARK

(3)

DONE

(1)

DUMB

(3)

DOOR

(5)

DOWN

(4)

DIFFERENT

(0)

DAY

(2)

DAY

(2)

DIRT

(0)

DOOR

(5)

DEVIL

(2)

DIRTY

(0)

DEAD

(0)

DEATH

(1)

DINOSAUR

(2)

DIRTY

(0)

DANCE

(0)

DEPARTMENT

(0)

DO

(2)

DEAD

(0)

DANGER

(1)

DARK

(3)

Note: The numbers between parentheses are frequencies in human responses. All responses are restricted
to the words in the word association norms by Nelson et al. (1998).

Ra)onal analysis: a ra)onal explana)on tells why the mind
does what it does (Anderson et al., 1989, 1990)
• Instead of proposing directly poten)al mechanisms
humans use to solve a problem (“What”)
• Human cogni)on/memory op)mally solves the
problems that it faces (“Why”)

Mar’s three levels:
• Computational level
• Algorithm level
• Implementation level

Ra)onal analysis: a ra)onal explana)on tells why the mind
does what it does (Anderson et al., 1989, 1990)
• Instead of proposing directly poten)al
mechanisms humans use to solve a problem
• Human cogni)on/memory op)mally solves the
problems that it faces
Mar’s three levels:
• Computational level
• Algorithm level
• Implementation level

Ra)onal analysis: a ra)onal explana)on tells why the mind
does what it does (Anderson et al., 1989, 1990)
• Instead of proposing directly poten)al
mechanisms humans use to solve a problem
• Then, human cogni)on/memory op)mally solves
the problems that it faces
Under constraints S,
stop retrieving a memory if :
PG<C under constraints
P: probability of memory relevance
G: gain if goal is achieved
C: cost in retrieving the memory

Under constraints S,
stop looking for a book if :
PG<C
P: probability of book relevance
G: score in the exam next day
C: )me spent in looking for it

Under constraints S,
stop retrieving a memory if :
PG<C
P: probability of memory relevance
G: gain if goal is achieved
C: cost in retrieving the memory

Why constraints S is important
*Why AlphaGo does not behave like human players
even with similar gain and cost speciﬁed in the game?

Under constraints S,
stop retrieving a memory if :
PG<C
P: probability of memory relevance
G: gain if goal is achieved
C: cost in retrieving the memory

When C is changed in PG<C

A memory task the strategy of which
strongly depends on changes in the cost
• Fluency task:
Can you list as many animals as you can?
G: performance measure (i.e. total items)
C: )me spent in recalling each item
P: every eligible answer is relevant

• Fluency task:
Can you list as many animals as you can?
Tendency to give “patches” of answers
Cat, dog, hamster, giraﬀe, lion, zebra, rhino, ostrich,
whale, shark, guppy, goldﬁsh …
The ques)on is when to switch the patch and if human
memory does it in an op)mal way?

Patch switching in human memory search is
similar to the problem of animal foraging

hSp://vestalgrove.blogspot.com/2017/08/somme-woods-east-progress-report.html

Patching switching paSern in memory
is similar to op)mal foraging theory

NG AND SEMANTIC MEMORY
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theorem, word IRTs increase toward the patch transition point but
do not exceed the long-term average IRT until the first word after
the transition point (representing the first item in a new patch). The
idea here is that as soon as the IRT following some word exceeds
the overall mean IRT, search switches from local to global cues.
The IRT from last item in the previous patch to first item in the
new patch includes a longer-than-average within-patch search followed by a global between-patch search. The same pattern of
results was found for similarity drop switches. With similarity
drop, the item immediately following a patch switch takes significantly longer to produce on average than the participant’s mean
IRT over the entire production interval (M " 1.47 s longer),
t(140) " !14.86, p # .001, and the second item in a patch takes
significantly less time, t(140) " 12.97, p # .001. Moreover, as
with the Troyer et al. defined patches, as more items were produced within a given patch, the IRTs to produce those items grew
longer.
To examine the optimal foraging model further, we tested the
prediction from the marginal value theorem that each participant’s
preswitch IRTs should be at or below his or her long-term average
IRT. On a per-participant basis, we assessed whether the distribution of IRTs for the single word immediately preceding a switch
(Column !1 in Figure 4) was significantly different (using a
one-sample t test) from that participant’s own long-term average
IRT (the IRTs for the earlier words were shorter, so were not
checked individually). With the Troyer et al. (1997) defined
patches, for most participants (132 of 141) the two distributions
were not significantly different, and for the nine with a significant

• Over evolu)on, animals learn to forage by switching at
a op)mal point to maximize overall average reward
• In op)mal foraging, animals switch patches at the point
when the current cost is larger the average cost

• Similarly, in human memory search,
patch-switching takes place when
the current retrieval )me is longer
than the average retrieval )me
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Figure 4. The mean ratio between the interitem retrieval time (IRT) for
an item and the participant’s mean IRT over the entire task, relative to the
order of entry for the item. For example, the bar above “1” indicates the
relative IRT between the first word in a patch (defined by Troyer et al.,
1997, subcategories) and the last word in the preceding patch. The dotted
line shows where item IRTs would be the same as the participant’s mean

(Hills, Jones, & Todds, 2012)

PG<C

Under constraints S,
stop retrieving a memory if :
PG<C
P: probability of memory relevance
G: gain if goal is achieved
C: cost in retrieving the memory

When P is changed in PG<C

recorded and then typewritten transcripts were
prepared. A n informal content analysis of the
transcripts was completed. In all other respects, the study was the same as the first.

items to be interested in when buying a house.
So, I noticed the large size of the yard because
EXPERIMENT I
I'm one who likes area. And then I noticed the
Method
new
things the father did to the house--the
siding, the plumbing. And then the basement
Thirty-nine
introductory
educawas Subjects.
damp. That's one
thing I wouldn't
like.
You
know, how
the house looked.
tional
psychology
students participated in

Retrieve previously un-retrievable informa)on aker a
Results
shik in memory
relevance
Difference between first and second recall.
this I had
experiment
in order
tothefullill a course
-Yeah,
it [the perspective]
in mind all
The recall data are summarized in Table 3. On
the second test, subjects recalled 10% more
information important to the new perspective
which had been unimportant to the perspective
operative when the passage was read, t(15) =
3.02, p < .01. They recalled 21% less of the
information that became unimportant in the
light of the changed perspective, t(15) = 5.36,
p < .01. Since there was no same-perspective

Stop retrieving a memory if :
PG<C
P: probability of memory relevance
G: gain if goal is achieved
C: cost in retrieving the memory
PROPORTIONS RECALLED OF

First/second perspective
Homebuyer/burglar
Burglar/homebuyer

way
through. I kept in mind all the critical
requirement.
things a burglar would be looking for such as
Materials.
The
getting
in and out, the
itemsexperimental
that it would be passage was a
easy
to move and
take from
the building
narrative
about
what
two itself.
boys did at one of

-First,
read ithomes
straight through
the Iboys’
while without
they were skipping
concentrating on anything and then I whipped
school. It contained a number of points of
through it again and scanned it, and I blocked
out
everything
the specific
interest
to except
a burglar
or athings
real a estate prospect.
homeowner would be looking for in order to
The story was 373 words long and contained
decide whether to buy the house or not.

72 idea units which previously had been rated
for their relative importance to a burglar and
TABLE 3
to aVARIED
prospective
homebuyer.
IDEA UNITS WHOSE IMPORTANCE
AS A FUNCTION
OF PERSPECTIVE,
EXPERIMENTI1 Design and procedure. Subjects were run in
groups
three to eight. Subjects were told
Informationof
cluster
that the study concerned “how people think
Burglar
Homebuyer
about and remember
stories . . . primarily in
First recall
Second recall
memory for First
therecall
ideas Second
in a recall
story.” Subjects
envelopes, which
.51
.61 were randomly .59 assigned .48
.68
.36 contained instructions,
.40
the .50story, and a test
booklet. They read instructions assigning them
the burglar or homebuyer perspective and
were then given (Anderson
2 minutes
to read
the passage.
& Pichert,
1978)
Next, 12 minutes were allowed to do 84 items

Ra)onal analysis – need probability
H is the hypothesis that a piece of memory is need
E is evidence
1st term is the history factor: frequency and recency
2nd term is the context factor: how strong the cue j in E is associated with H

- It holds for both human memory and environmental sta)s)cs
- Ra)onal analysis: human memory respond to the demands in
the environment

What is a cue j
• Study phase:
Apple-Basket; Flower-Glass; Teacher-Classroom
• Test phase:
Apple _; Classroom _; Glass _.

A few terms to clarify
Pr ob
Odds =
1− Pr ob
Odds
Pr ob =
1+ Odds
Prob ranges from 0-1, Odds from 0 to inﬁnity
The eﬀect of frequency/prac)ce
The eﬀect of recency/decay/reten)on

The History Factor 1: recency

228

SCHOOLER AND ANDERSON

The History Factor 1: recency
• Recency inﬂuences need probability. e.g. your word doc
lists most recent ﬁles on top.
• Experimentally in human memory, it is a power func)on.
SCHOOLER AND ANDERSON

Power func)on:
f(x) = a xb
Take log transform:
log(f(x)) = log(axb)
= log(a) + b*log(x)

FIG. 3. Recognition for television shows. Retention function from Squire (1989), adjusted for

The History Factor 1: recency
• Similar paSerns are observed in the environment.
228

SCHOOLER AND ANDERSON

Human Memory

FIG. 3. Recognition for television shows. Retention function from Squire (1989), adjusted for
guessing, in (A) standard coordinates and (B) log–log coordinates. A straight line in log–log
coordinates indicates power function relation, R2 Å .97.

Environment

sen, 1991; Anderson & Schooler, 1991) have proposed that power functions
describe well such negatively accelerated retention curves. Here a power
relation means that performance, Y, is a function of the retention interval, L
(for lag), raised to an exponent 0d, the decay rate:
Y Å IL0d,

(8)

where I equals the initial level of performance at a test lag of 1 time unit. Since
power functions are unbounded above, Y cannot be a bounded performance
FIG. 3. Recognition for television shows. Retention function from Squire (1989), adjusted for
guessing, in (A) standard coordinates and (B) log–log coordinates. A straight line in log–log
coordinates indicates power function relation, R2 Å .97.

The History Factor 2: frequency

60x in 120 days

4x in 120 days

15x in 120 days

(Heathcote, Brown,& Mewhort, 2000)

The History Factor 2: frequency
Frequency inﬂuences need probability. e.g. your browser suggests
you the most visited websites.
• Experimentally in human memory (the prac)ce eﬀect), it is also a
power func)on.
• Note that the y-axis is latency instead of need probability
•

Pirolli, P. L., & Anderson, J. R. (1985). The role of practice in fact retrieval. Journal of
Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory, and Cognition, 11, 136–153.

The History Factor 2: frequency
• Similar paSerns of frequency are observed in the environment.
Human Memory

Environment

Combine recency and frequency

Frequency = 4
Recency = 10
Frequency = 7
Recency = 20 = 7
Recency = 20

Recency and frequency add up in the history factor

Challenger
American
Prob = .035
Prob = .022

Ln Odds = A + b*Ln(Frequency)-c*Ln(Recency)
A ~ -4.8 b ~ 1.2
c ~ 0.3

The Context Factor

What is a cue j
• Study phase:
Apple-Basket; Flower-Glass; Teacher-Classroom
• Test phase:
Apple _; Classroom _; Glass _.

Context factor adds up with history factor

Similar results in human memory
predicted by the ra)onal analysis
Environment

Human Memory

Does the sta)s)cal paSern in the environment give
rise to paSern in memory?

OR
Does the paSern in human memory create the
sta)s)cs in the environment?

Recency effect in Tweets from Top 500 Tweeters
July 11, 2007 – Jan 7, 2014
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• Tweets are generated by human
• But human memory is inﬂuenced by environment when
deciding on a tweet
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